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What living things do to stay         . 

A process where plants and animals use oxygen gas from the      
  to help turn their food into energy.

The way living things                   to changes in their environment. 

The process through which young are produced.

The process by which living things get rid of     products.

The process of obtaining food to provide living things with energy to 
live and stay healthy.

The specific area or       in which particular animals or 
plants may live.

An environment contains many         and these include 
areas where there are both living and non-living things.

A plant or animal where there are not many of their species left and 
scientists are concerned that the species may become                    .          

When a                    has no more members alive on the planet,  
it is extinct.

Word Bank     

This is another word that can be used to mean ‘living things’.

Choose the correct word 
from the word bank below 
to type into the gaps so 
that the definitions make 
sense. You can mark off 
the words in the word 
bank when you 
have used them 
if you like.

life processes

respiration

sensitivity

excretion

habitat

environment

endangered  
species

extinct
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European  
badger

WoodlanWoodland Habitat d Habitat   
ClassifiClassification Keycation Key

yes no

yes

hedgehog blackbird frog butterfly woodlouse snail earthworm

yes no yes no yes no

yes no

no yes no

Vertebrates have 
a backbone. 
Invertebrates do not 
have a backbone.

Select the correct question from the drop-down menu 
so that the animals are identified correctly in this 
classification key.
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